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We examine the class of distance regular graphs which can be embedded in a cube. We show 
that in the case of isometric embedding they are precisely the cubes, the even cyc!es and the 
‘revolving doors’ -a ‘revolving door’ is the subgraph of an odd dimensional cube whose 
vertices are as evenly balanced in the number of l’s and O’s as possible. In the general case we 
show that if the girth of the graph is 4, then it must be a cube, and we also obtain some bounds 
on the parameters of the graph. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we examine those distance regular graphs which can be embedded 
isomorphically as subgraphs of hypercubes, hereafter referred to as ‘cubes’. We 
consider two kinds of embeddings: isometric embeddings and ordinary 
embeddings. An embedding is called isometric if the distance separating a pair of 
vertices is the same in the original graph as in the cube. An ordinary embedding 
may not have this feature. Our results may be summarized as follows. (Recall 
that every subgraph of a cube is bipartite.) In the isometric case we obtain a 
characterization of these graphs. 
We first need to define the reuoluing door Dk. Consider. the vertices of the cube 
* 
QZk__r which have k ones and k - 1 zeros and those with k - 1 ones and k zeros. 
The subgraph induced by these vertices is Dk. 
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Corollary 4. Let r be a distance regular graph of ualency k isometrically 
embedded in the cube Qn, n minimal. Then either: 
(1) r=Qnor 
(2) r 3 Cz,, the 2r-cycle with n = r or 
(3) r = Dkr the revolving door with n = 2k - 1. 
Our res;llts can also be stated in terms of girth. 
Theorem 1. Let r be a distance regular graph of girth g = 4 embedded in a cube. 
Then r is isomorphic to a cube. 
Theorem 2. Let r be a distance regular graph isometrically embedded in a cube. If 
the girth of r is g = 2r and r > 3, then r is an even cycle. 
Tbeotem 3. Let r be a distance regular graph isometrically embedded in a cube. If 
the girth of r is 6, then either r is an even cycle or r is a revolving door. 
Notice that Theorem 3 provides a characterization of revolving doors. 
In the non-isometric case we obtain some information about the parameters of 
r. 
Theorem 7. Let r be a distance regular graph of valency k, diameter d and girth at 
least 6 embedded in a cube. Then d > k. 
Theorem 5. Let r be a distance regular graph of valency k, diameter d and girth at 
least 6 and embedded in a cube. (Thus r has intersection array (k, b, , . . . , b,,_, ; 
1, 1, c3, - - - , cd). ) (a) [f v is a vertex of r on level r and of weight r, then 
c,_~ s (2r - 1)/3. (b) If r d k, then ql s (2r - 1)/3. 
2. Notation and definitions 
Every connected graph can be represented by a level diagram as follows. 
Choose a vertex u and let it be the sole resident of level 0. The vertices on level i 
are precisely those whose distance from u is i. Now add the edges 4 the graph 
and note that edges occur only between vertices of adjacent levels and among 
vertices on the same level. In general the diagram will depend strongly on the 
choice of the level 0 vertex. Thus, if r is the 4 vertex line, we have the level 
diagrams in Fig. 1. 
We can now define distance regularity of a graph r in terms of a level diagram. 
Let v be a vertex of ran level i and let level d be the last level. 
(1) Denote by a, the number of vertices on level i adjacent to v, i = 1, . . . , d. 
(2) Denote by b, the number of vertices .n level i + 1 adjacent to v, 
i=O, l,..., d-l. 
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Fig. 1. 
(3) Denote by ci the number of vertices on level i - 1 adjacent to IJ, 
*- I- 1 - - , d. 
The connected graph r is said to be distance regular if the numbers ai, bi, ci, d 
do not depend on the choice of the level diagram or on the choice of u. This is 
easily seen to be equivalent to the more conventional definition of distance 
re, llarity as found, for example, in [2, Section 201. 
(c; has the following equivalent definition which we will have occasion to use in 
the sequel. If x and y are vertices a distance i apart, then cj is the number of 
vertices adjacent to n which are a distance i - 1 from y.) 
It is clear that b,, = k, the valency of rand cl = 1. Moreover, ai + bi + ci = k for 
i=l,..., d, if we impose the convention that bd = 0. Also ci+, 2 ci for all i. If 
the graph r is bipartite, then ai = 0 for all i and cd = k. Finally, if I’ has girth 
(length of shortest cycle) 2r, then cl = c2 = - - - = c,_ 1 = 1 and c, > 1. The array 
(k, b,, . . . , bd-,; 1, c2, . . . , cd} is called the intersection array of r. 
The level diagram can be very useful in studying a graph that is embedded in a 
cube. We will use the convention, apparently due to Rado, of defining the 
vertices of the cube Q, as the subsets of N = { 1, ?, . . . , n). The distance between 
a pair of vertices is then the cardinality of th/,ir symmetric difference. We will 
refer to the cardinality of the set representing a vertex as its weight. 
If a graph r is smbedded in a cube we can assume that @ is one of the vertices 
and we can draw a level diagram of r with @ at level 0. We will do this 
consistently throughout the paper. Then, if the embedding is isometric, each 
vertex on It 1 i has weight i. If the embedding is ordinary, then the vertices on 
level 0, 1 and 2 have weights 0, 1 and 2 respectively, but a vertex on level r can 
have weight r,r-2,r-4 ,..., 2 if r is even or r,r-2 ,... , 1 if r is odd. 
Moreover, some graphs can have isometric embeddings and non-isometric 
embeddings as well. For example, if r is the 6-cycle, then we can have the 
situation in Fig. 2. 
The first of these is isometric and the second is not. This behavior is not limited 
to cycles-every revolving door has non-isometric embeddings as well as 
isometric ones. 
If ris bipartite of girth g = 2r, then it is easy to see that the level diagram of r 
is a tree from level 0 to level r - 1. We name the vertices on level 1 by 1,2, . . . , k 
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(we drop the distinction between 1 and {l}), where k is the valency of rand refer 
to the integers { 1,2, . . . . k) as the primary dimensions of r. Then the 
component of the vertex 1 in the forest obtained by deleting Q, is called the 
l-branch of r and similarly for all other vertices on level 1. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we will assume that the embeddable graph 
has a level diagram of the type described. 
Remark. Our results may be considered from two different points of view. First, 
it may be seen as a contribution to the effort to characterize all subgraphs of a 
hypercube. Important contributions in this direction have been made by Garey 
and Graham IS], Djokovic [3], Avis [l] and others but the general question 
remains open. Second, as the hypercubes are also distance regular graphs, our 
results give some insight into how distance regular graphs fit together. Nothing 
substantial is known about this question to the best of our knowledge. 
3. Girthg=4 
The following lemma will be used throughout. 
Lemma A. Let r be a dis:ance regfdar graph cw a.,‘ I I_ ? in a cube. Suppose that 
there is a vertex u on level i which contains an integc f not in any vertex on level 
i - ‘I which is adjacent to v. Then Ci = 1. 
Proof. L1et a E v be the integer referred to in the statement. If w is adjacent to v 
and w is on level i - 1, then a $ w. Thus w consists of v with a removed and so w 
is unique. Hence c; = 1. El 
Theorem 1. Let r be a distaszce regular graph of girth g = 4 embedded in a cube. 
Then Tis isomorphic to a cube. 
Proof. Assume that f is embedded in Q, with n minimal. Suppose that 
i,2,. . . , k are the vertices on level 1, k d n. If some integer m > k occurs in 
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some vertex on level i > 1, then let i be the first level on which this occurs. Then 
according to Lemma A, ci = 1. But since the girth of r is 4, it follows that c2 > I 
and thus ci > 1 for all i > 1. Thus each vertex of r is a vertex of Qk where k is the 
valency of r. Hence r is a subgraph which is regular of valency k OT the cube Qk 
which also has valency k. It follows that r = Qk. Cl 
4. Isometric embeddings 
In order to characterize those distance regular graphs which have an isometric 
embedding in a cube we need to examine the formal properties of the embedded 
vertices on the level diagram. Recall that if ris isometrically embedded in a cube, 
then vertices which are adjacent as vertices of the cube must also be adjacent as 
vertices of the graph. 
Lemma B. Let r be a distance regular graph isometrically embedded in a cube. 
Then every vertex of r in the tree of the level diagram has exactly one pri.mary 
dimension. 
Proof. Suppose that v is a vertex on level i T n the tree of the level diagram and 
assume that 1,2 E v. Then, since the embedding is isometric the vertices 1 and 2 
are both a distance i - 1 from v and adjacent to $. Thus there are two paths from 
v to $ contradicting the fact that v is in the tree of the diagram. Cl 
Lemma C. Let r be a distance regular graph isometrically embedded in a cube. 
Suppose that the girth of r is g = 2r. Then c, = 2. 
Proof. Since r has girth 2r, cl = c2 = - - - = c,_~ = 1 and c, 3 2. Let u be a vertex 
on level r. It must be adjacent on level r - 1 to at least 2 vertices in different 
branches, since otherwise we would violate g = 2r. Thus assume v is adjacent to 
{I, a,, . . . , ar-2) and (2, h, . . . , b-2) with ai # 1, 2 and b,# 1, 2 for all i, j, 
where 1 and 2 are primary dimensions. But the symmetric difference of these two 
sets has size 2 since their distance apart is two. Hence {a,, . . . , ar_2) = 
{b,, . . . , br-2} and v = {1,2, a,, . . . , ar-2}. Now v cannot be adjacent to a 
vertex in any other branch. Thus c, = 2. Cl 
Lemma D. Let r be a distance regular graph isometrically embedded in a cube. 
Let thegirth of Fbeg=2r. If (i, a,, . . . , ar_2) is a vertex on level r - 1 in branch 
i, then (j, a,, . . . , ar-2) is J vertex on level r - 1 in branch j, for each 
j=I,2,..., k, where k is the valency of r. 
Proof. Letv={i,al,. . . , ar_2} be a vertex in branch i on level r - 1. Then since 
c,-~ = I, b,_, = k - 1. Thus there are k - 1 vertices on level r which are adjacent 
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to V. Each of these is also adjacent to another vertex on level r - 1. By the 
argument in the proof of Lemma C, the vertex in branch i must have the form 
(j, a,, . - - , a,-2 ). Thus no two can be adjacent to vertices in the same branch and 
the result follows. Cl 
Theorem 2. Let r be a distance regular graph isometrically embedded in a cube. If 
the girth of r is g = 2r and r > 3, then r is an even cycle. 
Proof. Let r have valency k. If k = 2, then r is an even cycle since r is bipartite. 
Thus assume that k 3 3. Let u = { 1, al, . . . , ar-?} be a vertex on level r - 1. 
Then there are vertices v = { 2, a,, . . . , a,_2} and w = { 3, a,, . . . , ar-2} on level 
r - 1 by Lemma D. Thus there must be vertices of the form { 1,2, a,, . . . , ar-2}, 
(L3, a,, . . - , a,_?) and {2,3,a,, . . . , a,_?} on level r with the obvious ad- 
jacencies. But these six vzrtices form a 6-cycle, contradicting r > 3. Thus r is an 
even cycle. Cl 
Theorem 3. Let r be a distance regular graph isometrically embedded in a cube. If 
the girth of r is 6, then either r is an even cycle or r is c; revolving door. 
Proof. If k, the valency of Es 2, then ris an even cycle. Thus assume that k > 2. 
It follows from Lemma D that if the ve&es on level 1 are 1,2, . . . , k, then the 
vertices on level 2 are of the form {i,j} with i = 1, . . . , k and i = k + 1, 
. . . , 2k - 1 and all such vertices occur. We now make the following induction 
assumption. The vertices on level 2s - 1 are all vertices of the form 
{I,, - - - , isrjl, - - - Js-1} 
irE (1,. . . , k} and i,,#E{k+l,..., 2k-1). 
(When s = 1 IX j”s are present.) The vertices on level 2.~ are all vertices of the 
form {i,, . . . , i,, j,, . . . , rsl where {i,, . . . , i,, j,, . . . , js-,} is a vertex on level 
2,s--landj,E{k+l,..., kk - 1). Moreover, czF_, = czq = s. 
The assumption is true for s = 1 and we proceed to consider levels 2.s + 1 and 
2s +2. 
As the embedding is isometric, there are two possibilities for a vertex on level 
2s + 1: {i,, . . . , i,+,,j,, . . . ,js} and {i,, .‘. . , 4, jl, . . . , is+, }. If the second 
possibility occurs, then we will have the 4 vertices: {i, , . . . , &, j, , . . . , js+,) on 
level 2s + 1, {i,, . . . , i,$,j,, . . . ,j$} and {i,, . . . , i.%,j,, . . . , j,.-,,j.r+,} on level 2~ 
and {i,, . . . , &,j,, . . . , js_,} on level 2.~ - 1 which clearly form a 4-cycle. This 
violates the assumption that the girth of r is 6. Thus all vertices on level 2.s + 1 
have the form {i,, . . . , i.$+,, j , . . . ,iS}. Now since c2,. =s and bzs = k -czq = 
k -s, there are k - s vertices on level 2s + 1 adjacent to each vertex on level 2.~. 
Hence all possible vertices of the form {i,, . . . , i,$+, , jr, . . . , jq} occur on level 
2s + 1 and no others. But now each s,ch vertex is adjacent to the s + 1 vertices of 
the form {i,, . . . , i,, j,, . . . , jr} on level 2s and so c2\-+, =s + 1. Again bb+, = 
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b - c&+1 = k - s - 1. Therefore each vertex of the form {ir , . . . , is+, , jl, . . . , js} 
is adjacent to k - s - 1 vertices on level 2,s + 2. Now vertices on this level can 
have the form either {ii, . . . , is+,, j,, . . . , js+,} or {il, . . . , iS+2, j , . . . , is}. If 
the second possibility occurs, then we have the following 4 vertices: 
{ii, . . . , iS+2, ii, . ..,jS} on level l&t2, {ir ,..., iS+,,jl ,..., jS} and 
{ir, . . . , k, is+2,jl, . . . , js} on level 2~ + 1 and {il, . . . , i,, j, , . . . , jS} on level 2.~ 
which clearly form a 4-cycle violating the assumption that the girth of r is 6. 
Thus only vertices of the form { il, . . . , i,+ r , jr, . . . , is+,) can occur on level 
2s + 2. But since each vertex on level 2~ + 1 is adjacent to k -s - 1 vertices on 
level 2s + 2, it follows that level 2.s + 2 consists of all vertices of that form. Now it 
is clear that each such vertex is adjacent to precisely s + 1 vertices on level 2s + 1 
and so c&+2 = s + 1. 
Hence by induction we have a precise description of the vertices on all levels up 
to level 2k - 2. The vertices on that level have the form 
{il, . . . , ia_+ j,, . . . , jk_i}, since c2F_2 =k-1, b2k_2=k-(k-1)=1 and each 
such vertex is adjacent to {iI, . . .,iic,jl ,... , jk__,} which is unique, i.e., is equal 
to { 1,2, . . . , k, k + 1, . . . ,2k - 1). 
If we now interpret ras a set of vertices which are sequences of zeros and ones 
determined by their description as subsets and add the 2k - 1 dimensional vertex 
(1, . . . , l,O,. . . ,O)mod2 
\ _ J 
k 
to each vertex of r, then it is immediate that r = Dk. 0 
We can now summarize our results as follows. 
Corollary 4. Let r be a distance regular graph of valency k isometrically 
embedded in the cube (2,,, tr mmimal. Then either: 
(1) r= Q, or 
(2) r = C2r, the 2r-cycle with n = r or 
(3) r = Dk, the revolving door with n = 2k - 1. 
23 123 
Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
It is reasonable to ask whether the hypothesis that r is distance regular is 
necessary fcr the results obtained. Fig. 3 is an exampie of a vertex transitive 
but not distance regular graph risometrically embedded in the cube Qa. Its level 
diagram is shown in Fig. 4. 
Remark. The class of all graphs which can be isomettically embedded in a cube 
were characterized by Djokovic [3] in 1973. A variation of DjokoviC’s charac- 
terization was formulated by Avis [l] a few years later. 
these formuiations to the case of distance regular graphs 
be interesting to know if our characterization could be 
using either of these results. 
Our attempts to adapt 
proved futile. It would 
more readily obtained 
5. The non-isometric case 
In this section we pre ser?t some results about those distance regular graphs 
which are embeddable, out not necessarily isometrically embeddable in a cube. 
Unfortunately we do not have an example of a distance regular graph which is 
embeddable but not isometrically embeddable in a cube. It is tempting to 
conjecture that there are not any. 
In the next several results we examine a condition which always holds when the 
embedding is isometric, viz. a vertex on level r has weight r. The first result shows 
that the ‘natural’ progression of increasing weight with increasing level cannot 
terminate too high up in the level diagram. 
Lemma E. Let r be a distance rqular graph of ualency k embedded in a cube. Let 
u tc a vertex on level r of weight r. If every vertex on level r + 1 that is adjacent to 
u has weight <r + 1, then r 2 k. 
Proof. Let v be the vertex in question. Every vertex adjacent to 1~ on level r - 1 
is a subset of u of size r - 1. The same is true about all vertices adjacent to u on 
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level r + 1. Thus the total number of such vertices is at most r. But that number is 
also the valency of v and hence r 2 k. III 
Lemma F. Let {a,, . . . , as) be a collection of s subsets of size n - 1 of the set 
N= {1,2,. . . , n ). Let *4i be the set of all n - 2 element subsets of ai. Then 
IAW - - UA,( = (n - 1)s - ($). 
Proof. Clearly (Ai! = n - 1 for all i and IAi fl AJ = 1 since Ai fl Aj consists of 
those n - 2 element subsets from which the same 2 integers of N are missing. 
Clearly Ai fI Aj I-I A, = 0. Thus by inclusion-exclusion, 
lA,u.. . UA,I = (n - 1)s - 
S 
0 2 
-1. cl 
Theorem 5. Let r be a distance regular graph of valency k, diameter d and girth at 
least 6 and embedded in a cube. (Thus r has intersection array 
(k, bl, . . . , L,; 1, 1, c3, . . - , cd-) (a) If v is a vertex of r on level r and of 
weight r, then c,__~ d (2r - 1)/3. (b) If r =S k, then c,-~ 6 (2r - 1)/3. 
Proof. The vertices adjacent to v on level r - 1 are subsets of size r - 1 of a set of 
size r and there are c, of them. The vertices on level r - 2 adjacent to these are 
subsets of size r - 2 of v. If any of these sets are equal, then r has a 4-cycle, 
contrary to the hypothesis. By Lemma F there are exactly (r - l)c, - (2) such 
vertices. As each such vertex on level r - 1 is adjacent to c,__~ vertices on level 
r - 2, we have c,c,_, f (r - l)c, - (2). Simplifying we get c, + 2c,_, d 2r - 1 and 
using the fact that c, 2 c,_, we get c,_~ G (2r - 1)/J. This proves (a). 
Now if r d k, then by Lemma E there must be a vertex on level r that has 
weight r and (b) follows. Cl 
A slightly weaker result can be obtained under the same hypotheses by usin: 
the inequality c,c,_, G ($) which gives c,__~ d (#. When the girth of r is larger 
than 6 we can easily extend the inequality and obtain the following result. 
Theorem 6. Let r be a distance regular graph of vakncy, k, diameter d and girth 
at least 2s and embedded in a cube. (Thus r has intersection array 
(k, b,, . . . , bd__,; 1, . . . , 1, c,, . . . , cd).) If r d k, then 
r ( > 
I@-1) 
G-(,-2) d 
S- 1 ’ 
Proof Since r d k, there is a vertex v on level r that has weight r. The set of 
vertices on level r - (s - 1) which are connected to v are all subsets of size 
r -s + 1 of v. Since the girth of r is at least 2s no equalities occur, and so there 
are c,c,_ , - . * c,_,+~ such vertices. But there are at most (r -.L + ,) such subsets. 
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Thus c,c,-1 - - - c&,+2 G (,___sT+ ,) and since ci ac,_i we get 
(G-s+2 J+(r_:+J=(slJ’ 
r 
( ) 
Il(s- 1) 
G-s+2 d 
s-l * 
Cl 
Finally we show that the diameter of such an embedded graph cannot be small 
relative to the valency. 
T&mm 7. Let T be a distance regular graph of vafency k, diameter d and girti at 
least 6 embedded in a cube. Then d > k. 
Proof. Suppose there is a vertex v on level d of weight d. Then the vertices 
1,2,... , k on 1eveI 1 are a distance d - 1 from v and adjacent to @. It follows 
that 1,2, . . . ,kEvandsodBk.Ifd=k, thenv={1,2,...,k}andsovisthe 
unique vertex of weight k on level k. Since c, = k, each subset of v of size k - 1 
occurs as a vertex on level k - 1 adjacent to v. Denote them by u,, . . . , uk. Each 
u; is adjacent to ck-, vertices on level k - 2, each one a subset of size k - 2 of v. 
Since r has no 4cycles, there are exactly kc,_, such vertices. Each uj is also 
adjacent to bA-, vertices on level k. Since v is the unique vertex of weight k on 
level k, each Ui is adjacent to bk_-l - 1 vertices of weight k - 2 on level k and 
since r has no 4-cycles, no two ui’S are adjacent to the same vertex of weight 
k - 2. Thus there are exactly k(bk-, - 1) such vertices. Now kc,_, + k(bk_-1- 
l)=k(Ck-,+bk_,- 1) = k(k - 1) is the number of vertices of weight k - 2 which 
are subsets of v. But there are only k(k - 1)/2 such sets, a contradiction. Thus 
kfd. 
Now assume that every vertex on level d has weight less than d. Then there is a 
level, say r, with r c d containing a vertex v satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 
E. Hencer>kandsod>k. Cl 
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